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composer

user 

guide

VER: 1.0
V.1.2.3

hey! the latest OS is the v.1.0 
released XX XX.

before starting the guide, 

don't forget to update 

your device! click here

EP–133 K.O.II is a 64 MB sampler and composer. 
just like its pocket-sized predecessor 
PO-33 K.O!, this sampler is a mighty contender 
on the stage, in the studio and in the ring. 
sample directly from your favorite source 
using the built in mic or 3.5 mm input jack, 

sync and sequence your entire setup using 
sync and midi in/out. power it all with just 4x 
AAA batteries. make your next hit with punch-
in effects 2.0™ then smash your beat with the 
built in distortion and FX. 

notice. read this first.

battery information

 install only new batteries of the same 
type

 failure to insert batteries in the correct 
polarity, as indicated in the battery 
compartment, may shorten the life of the 
batteries or cause batteries to leak

 do not mix old and new batteries
 do not mix alkaline, standard (carbon-

zink) or rechargeable (nickel cadmium) or 
(nickel metal hybride) batteries

 do not dispose of batteries in fire
 batteries should be recycled or disposed 

of as per state and local guidelines.



fcc statement:

note: this equipment has been tested and 
found to comply with the limits for a class 
b digital device,

pursuant to part 15 of the fcc rules. these 
limits are designed to provide reasonable 
protection against harmful interference in 
a residential installation. this equipment 
generates, uses and can radiate radio 
frequency energy and, if not installed and 
used in accordance with the instructions, 
may cause harmful interference to radio 
communications. however, there is no 
guarantee that interference will not occur 
in a particular installation.;

if this equipment does cause harmful 
interference to radio or television 
reception, which can be determined by 
turning the equipment off and on, the user is 
encouraged to try to correct the 
interference by one or more of the 
following measures

 reorient or relocate the receiving 
antenn

 increase the separation between the 
equipment and receive

 connect the equipment into an outlet on a 
circuit different from that to which the 
receiver is connected

 consult the dealer or an experienced 
radio/tv technician for help.



this device complies with part 15 of the fcc 
rules.

operation is subject to the following 
conditions

 this device may not cause harmful 
interference, an

 this device must accept any interference 
received, including interference that may 
cause undesired operation.



caution: changes or modifications not 
expressly approved by the party 
responsible for compliance could void 
user’s authority to operate the equipment.



ices statement

can ices-003 (b) / nmb-3 (b)

teenage engineering warrants that this 
product will be free from defects in 
material or workmanship for a period of 12 
months from the date of teenage 
engineering’s shipment of the product to 
you, the customer. in the event of a defect 
covered by this limited warranty, teenage 
engineering will, at its option and free of 
charge to customer, repair, replace or 
refund the purchase price paid.



TEENAGE ENGINEERING MAKES NO OTHER EXPRESS 
WARRANTIES EXCEPT AS PROVIDED HEREIN, AND 
ANY AND ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE SHALL ONLY BE IN EFFECT DURING THE 
12 MONTH WARRANTY PERIOD PROVIDED 
HEREUNDER. TEENAGE ENGINEERING'S LIABILITY ON 
ANY WARRANTY CLAIM SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE 
ACTUAL PURCHASE PRICE PAID. TEENAGE 
ENGINEERING SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE TO 
CUSTOMER OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY 
CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL OR INDIRECT 
DAMAGES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF 
PROFITS, LOSS OF DATA, REVENUES, SALES, 
BUSINESS, GOODWILL OR USE.

what does this limited warranty not cover?



teenage engineering has no obligation to 
repair, replace, or provide refunds in the 
following instances

 if the alleged defect arises because 
customer has altered or repaired the 
product without the prior written 
consent or authorization of teenage 
engineering

 Tactile feedback may vary between keys 
and is not considered a defect of the 
unit

 if customer did not follow any 
applicable instructions for proper 
storage, usage, or maintenance of this 
product

 if customer has failed to notify teenage 
engineering of any defect where the 
defect should have been reasonably 
apparent on inspection; o

 if customer fails to notify teenage 
engineering of the defect within 12 months 
of teenage engineering's shipment of this 
product to customer. this limited 
warranty does not cover the cost of 
shipping the defective product to 
teenage engineering for repair, or the 
cost of shipping the repaired or 
replacement product to you. how do 
customers receive warranty service? 
please call your teenage engineering 
customer service representative for 
details on how to raise an issue in 
relation to your product.

GET STARTED! JUMP directly  to  “get started” 

what's in the box check that the following items 

are included when you open the box

K.O.II EP–133 unit knobs x4 quick start guide 10'' sleeve and  paper foam 
tray

index click on the section you

want to read more about
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¹ hardware overview return to index

POWER ON

FADER

KEYS

SPEAKER

MIC

POT X/Y

SAMPLE

TIME ADJ.

FX

ERASE

STEP

TEMPO

MAIN

PLAY/STOP

USB

LINE OUT / HEADPHONES

line in
SYNC/

MIDI4 ＊ AAA

PADS RECORDSHIFT

GROUPS

VOLUME

SOUND

 powerful sampler and compose
 999 sample slot
 12 sample pads and 4 group pad
 line in / ou
 sync in and ou
 MIDI in and ou
 usb MIDI and powe
 high resolution sequence
 6 built-in f
 punch-in fx 2.0 (tm)

EP–133 K.O.II is a 64 MB sampler and 
composer. just like it's pocket-sized 
predecessor PO-33 K.O!, this sampler is a 
mighty contender on the stage, in the 
studio and in the ring. sample directly 
from your favorite source using the built 
in mic or 3.5 mm input jack.












FRONT BACK

left right

1.1 inputs and outputs return to index

top side

POWER ON usb line in line out / phonessync / midi

on the top side of the unit, you will find all the inputs and 
outputs.

use the 3.5 mm stereo input to connect external 
instruments, tape recorders or audio from your phone. use 
the output to connect a stereo 3.5 mm cable to your sound 
system, mixer/audio interface or headphones.

K.O.II highlights !

input

use the 3.5 mm stereo input to connect external 
instruments, vinyl players, tape recorders or audio from 
your phone.

output

use the output to connect a stereo 3.5 mm cable to your 
sound system, mixer/soundcard or headphones. 

¹ INPUT EXAMPLE

MIC

LINE

sample from your phone by connecting it using a 3.5 mm cable 
into the 3.5 mm input.

² input example

connect a turntable and sample your favorite record. make 
sure to use an RIAA amplifier or a turntable that features 
a built-in amp.

¹ OUTPUT example

connect headphones directly into the output to monitor 
your beats.

² OUTPUT example

connect a speaker directly into the output to knock out a 
crowd with your beats.

1.2 sync connections return to index

sync in and out offers great 
flexibility to play with 
external gear.

dual 8th note

use dual 8th note output to 
sync two pocket operators 
using a splitter cable. clock 
is sent on both tip (left 
channel) and ring (right 
channel).

16th note

use 16th note 'eurorack 
style' sync with start/reset 
on the ring (right channel). 
you can also use it to add 
another K.O.II in perfect sync.

sync24

use sync24 to link up your 
vintage drum machines.

midi

use midi-in and out to connect 
K.O.II to any midi controllable 
devices, as well as receive 
midi from any midi 
controllers, like a piano or 
drum pad.

usb-c

the usb-c port allows K.O.II 
to work as a midi device with 
clock and transport. 

firmware

usb is also used to  update 
firmware:



teenage.engineering/apps/
update

file transfer

use the EP SAMPLE TOOL to download samples  straight onto 
the device:



teenage.engineering/apps/ep-sample-tool




((2)) power on return to index

¹ INSERT BATTERIES

LIFT

LIFT OFF THE TOP LID TO REVEAL 
THE battery compartment.

((2)) INSERT BATTERIES

4 ＊ aaa

insert 4x fresh AAA 
batteries.  

((3)) switch on

SLIDE

slide the orange power-
switch on the top right to 
power on the unit.

((4)) on

when switched on, the led 
screen will light up 
immediately.

usb

you can also power the unit 
with a standard usb-c cable 
(5V / min 1A). we recommend 
using a quality 'USB-IF' 
compliant cable.

update device

keep your K.O.II up-to-date 
with the latest firmware by 
going to:



teenage.engineering/apps/
update




((3)) screen return to index

K.O.II has a custom display that features 66 
unique icons. each icon represents a 
different feature within the device and helps 
you better navigate the user interface. 

the table below lists every icon along with 
what it represents.

icon map

y level
lights up to show the 

current level of the y 
parameter

swing
lit when swing has been 

enabled

quantize
lit when in quantize mode

free
lit when in free time mode

x level
lights up to show the 

current level of the x 
parameter

high level
vu meter to show the volume 

of the current track

high mid level
vu meter to show the volume 

of the current track

low mid level
vu meter to show the volume 

of the current track

low level
vu meter to show the volume 

of the current track

LINE-IN
lit when a line input is used 

mic
lit when the microphone is in 

use

computer
lit when the device is 

connected and transferring 
to and from a computer

clip
lit when the input clips

stereo
lit when a sample is stereo

time
indicates if active sound has 

time stretch enabled

sample mode
lit when sampling

bpm
display bpm

mono
lit when a sample is mono

umbrella
undo is possible

chop
lit when chopping

metronome
blinks in time with the 

metronome

system
lit when in system settings

FX
shows fx is active

FX
fx mode

FX
shows fx is active

compressor
output compressor engaged

erase
lit when something is being 

erased

numpad active
lit when you can type a 

value on the numpad

tempo
lit when changing tempo

loop
lit when looping

play
lit when playing

new pattern
lit when finding an empty 

pattern

record
blinks when armed to 
record and lit when 

recording

main
lit when in main mode

time
sample time stretch

envelope
sample envelope

floppy!
lit after sampling, when the 

sound is saved to disk

usb midi
usb midi being sent or 

received

tic mode
lit when in moving in free time 

(tics)

bar mode
lit when moving in the 

quantised grid

auto-save
lit when auto-saving

trim
sample trim

paste
bar/pattern/sound pasted

midi activity
midi being sent or received

sound
lit when in sound mode

sound
sample sound mode

copy
bar/pattern/sound copied

sync acitivy
sync being received

FADER
FADER AUTOMATION

KEYS MODE
all 12 pads in


‘chromatic’ mode

MUTE
Indicates when two or more

pads are in a ‘mute group’ or 
if a group is muted

BATTERY
lit when using battery power 

and BLINKS ON LOW BATTery

Group D
group d active 

Group C
group c active 

Group B
group b active 

Group A
group a active 

fader value
lowest

fader value
low

fader value
high

fader value
highest



((4)) buttons and combos return to index

4.1 groups

buttons  -  select between 4 groups each containing 99 
patterns and 12 sounds. 

(GROUPA) (GROUPD)

4.2 pads

the 12 pads can be populated with sounds, and also 
functions as a number pad.

4.3 - and  +

(minus) and (plus) are central 
controls of K.O.II allowing 
you to switch between scenes 
and patterns, adjust 
pattern length, navigate to 
the next or previous step, 
move to the next bar, browse 
effects, nudge notes, adjust 
tempo, choose sounds and 
more.

4.4 shift

(SHIFT) is the gateway to other 
functions or menus. 

for example, if you press the 
SOUND button, you enter 
SOUND mode, but if you press 

+ (SOUND) you enter SOUND 
EDIT mode!  works with 
almost every button on K.O.II.

(SHIFT) 
(SHIFT)

4.5 fader

the fader on K.O.II is a great way to quickly adjust various 
parameters in a given group. 



by default the fader will control group volume (level). 



to select the function of the fader, hold down (FADER) and 
choose from the options above the pads.

4.6 x and y knobs

(KNOBX)

(KNOBX)

 and (KNOBY) allow you to control the various parameters 
within K.O.II ranging from FX levels through to tempo, swing 
and compressor speed.




     (KNOBY) pro-tip! holding (SHIFT) while turning or makes them react 
slower allowing you to make precise adjustments!

4.7 TIMING return to index

K.O.II supports 1/8, 1/8T, 1/16, 
1/16T and 1/32 timing modes, 
each timing mode changes the 
note interval of the step 
sequencer.

the ‘T’ in the timing modes 
describes a triplet note 
interval.

1/8 1/8T 1/16 1/16T 1/32

4.8 sample return to index

K.O.II has 999 sample slots and a total of 64 MB built-in 
memory. you can record sounds using the internal 
microphone, or use the stereo line-in to capture your 
favorite synth and sample.

samples can also be transferred to and from a computer 
via USB with our web file transfer tool:



teenage.engineering/apps/ep-sample-tool



((5)) GUIDE CONVENTIONS return to index

sometimes you will need to press buttons in 
sequence, sometimes in combination. these 
illustrations and texts will help you to 
follow along in the guide.

to press a button, tap it and then release. 
to hold a button, press it and keep it 
pressed down. many of the knobs and buttons 
have different functionality depending on the

context.


SINGLE press COMBINATION press SEQUENCE press

a single button in a cell is for a SINGLE 
press.

multiple buttons in a cell divided by a 
plus is for a combination press.

multiple buttons in a cell divided by an 
arrow is for a sequence press.

SINGLE hold

hold!

COMBINATION HOLD

hold! hold!

SEQUENCE HOLD

hold! hold!

the hold icon above a single button 
means you’re supposed to long hold.

multiple buttons divided by a plus is for 
a combination hold. 

HOLD THE FIRST BUTTON, THEN RELEASE AND 
HOLD THE SECOND BUTTON.

SINGLE tap

TAP!

tap and hold

TAP! hold!

tap, then hold

TAP! hold!

the hold icon above a single button 
means you’re supposed to long hold.

multiple buttons divided by a plus is for 
a combination tap and hold.  

multiple buttons in a cell divided by an 
arrow is for a sequence hold.

pads

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

pads blinking

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

PRESS pads 

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

the pads will show when any pad can be 
pressed or a value typed using them.

when the pad leds are blinking, it’s 
displayed with small red dots above 
the pads.

when pads should be pressed to start 
an action on the device a hand will show 
to describe this.

X / Y PARAMETER Fader positions

MAX M IN M ID

TIME CODE VIEW

when a knob is shown in a cell this 
describes TURNing the KNOB.

the fader icon will show either one of 
the three settings: upwards for 
maximum / downwards For minimum / 
middle for the mid setting.


when the time code view is shown in a 
cell the function of that view is 
described below.

ICON VIEW

icons that are lit up on the display in 
some scenarios will show in the bar 
running across the top.

GROUPS

A B C D

GROUPS – shift ICONS

A B C D

the group keys show without 
their respective icons when 
they are used to access 
groups.

the group keys show with 
their respective icons 
beneath them when the group 
keys are used for a 
combination hold or press.



((6)) workflow return to index

K.O.II has 9 projects, each with 4 groups, 
each group has 99 patterns which can be 
arranged into a total of 99 scenes.

project p1-p9

pi

scene      s.01-s.99

s.01

PADSGROUPS A01 A02 ...

a

B

C

D

B

C

A

D

PADS

sound 1-999

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

1 kick
2 snare
3 tom
4 hihat
5 clap
6 tamb
.
99 cym
100 hey!
101 OHH!
.
999 LOOP

999123122

10099101

653

421

project

a project is the 
composition you are 
working on, think of it as a 
song.



K.O.ii has space for 9 
different projects.

group

a group is a collection of 
samples. these are the 
sounds that you create 
your patterns with. each 
group holds a collection 
of 12 samples that can be 
sequenced in a group 
specific pattern. each 
project holds four groups 
with pad settings saved per 
project.

pattern

each group can hold up to 
99 patterns per project 
with with a maximum length 
per pattern of 99 bars. you 
can arrange these 
patterns into 99 scenes.

SCENE

a scene is an arrangement 
of patterns, they’re the 
sections that make up a 
composition. each project 
holds up to 99 scenes. 
using scenes allows you to 
quickly build-up the 
structure of a song, use 
the instant commit feature 
to experiment with 
variations without ever 
having to stop the music.

6.1 commit

A

B

C

D

drums

commit

drums

BASS

commit

drums

BASS

MELODY

use commit to create an 
arrangement of patterns then 
‘commit’ this arrangement as a 
scene. start a new one with 
the previous scene as a basis 
for the new one. 


commit is also a great way of 
duplicating the current scene 
so you can add variations to 
your patterns! 

commit allows you to save 
something you like before 
moving on to the next idea. 
commit before punching in new 
sounds to quickly build up the 
structure of your song!



((7)) get started return to index

7.1 make a beat from scratch!

¹ new project

hold!

MAIN

hold!

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

to get started making a beat, 
first load up a new project. 



hold (main) and one of the (pads)  
(1-9) to select an empty 
project. 



z

² load some sounds

sound

A

B

C

D

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

press a few pads in an empty 
project and you will notice 
that the pads do not have 
any sounds. lets fill them up 
with some! 



press (sound) to go to sound 
mode, then select group 
and one of the pads. 



use (minus) and (plus) to scroll 
through the available 
sounds. you will notice that 
the screen shows a number. 
this is the number of the 
sample for the 
corresponding pad. 




(GROUPA) 

fill out the remaining pads 
using whichever sounds you 
like the most!



you can find out more about 
how samples are stored on 
K.O.II in the sounds section of 
the guide.

³ groups

A

drums

B

bass

C

melodic

D

SAMPLE 

LOOPS

as K.O.II has 4 groups, we 
recommend keeping each 
group as a selection of 
instruments or parts. 

  

group  for drums.

group  for bass.

group  for melodies.

group  for loops and 
samples (keep this one empty 
for later). 

(GROUPA)
(GROUPB)
(GROUPC)
(GROUPD)

this layout is of course 
optional and you can put 
whatever sounds you want 
into each group.



try loading each group up 
with different samples!

⁴ main

MAIN

bar BEAT STEP

now that we have some 
sounds, lets turn them into a 
beat!



press (MAIN) to go to the main 
mode. you will notice that the 
screen changes to show the 
current “step”. 



a step is a division of time and 
allows you to see where you 
are in your beat.

⁵ record a beat

TAP !

record play

1  2  3  4! ! ! !

tap  then  to start 
recording!



you will hear a four beat 
count-in then the K.O.II will 
start recording. hit the pads 
and punch out a beat!



(record) (play) once you are done press  
to stop the beat, 
alternatively you can press 

 to keep the beat going 
but stop recording.



once you have finished 
recording drums press  
and (main) to commit it! this will 
allow you to quickly build up 
the structure of a song! 

(play)

(shift)

(record)

⁶ pattern length

hold!

record

by default new patterns on 
K.O.II will be set to 1 bar (ln.1). 



if you want a longer pattern 
just hold  then press (plus). 
(record)

⁷ add a bassline

B
7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

keys

next, lets add a bassline!



if you followed along with 
the recommendation in step 3, 
you should have some bass 
sounds in group . 



press group  to play some 
bass sounds. 




(GROUPB)

(GROUPB)

select one that you like then 
press (keys) to play that 
sound across the pads like a 
keyboard!



if you’d like to change the 
scale of the pads, this can 
be done in system settings.


⁸ record a bassline

record play

1  2  3  4! ! ! !

press  to hear your beat 
and practice over it with 
your bassline.



once you have something you 
like, pause it by pressing  
again. now tap  and  
to get another four beat 
count in and record it in!




(play)

(play)
(play)(record)

if your bassline is longer 
than the pattern and you 
find yourself playing over it, 
make sure to increase your 
pattern length by holding 

 and pressing (PLUS).



once you have finished 
recording bassline press 

 and (main) to commit it! 
this will allow you to quickly 
build up the structure of a 
song! 


(record)

(shift)

⁹ add a melody

C
7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

keys

next, lets add a melody!



if you followed along with 
the recommendation in step 3, 
you should have some melodic 
sounds in group . 



press group  to play some 
melodic sounds.




(GROUPC)

(GROUPC)

select one that you like then 
press (keys) to play that 
sound across the pads like a 
keyboard!



if you’d like to change the 
scale of the pads, this can 
be done in system settings.

((10)) record your melody

record play

1  2  3  4! ! ! !

press  to hear your beat 
and practice over it with 
your melody.



once you have something you 
like, pause it by pressing  
again then you can tap  
and  to get another four 
beat count in and record it in!


(play)

(play)

(play)
(record)

if your melody is longer than 
the pattern and you find 
yourself playing over it make 
sure to increase your 
pattern length by holding 

 and pressing (PLUS).



once you have finished 
recording melody press  
and (main) to commit it! this will 
allow you to quickly build up 
the structure of a song! 

(record)

(shift)

((11)) let’s sample!

D
sample

sampling is a great way to 
record your own sounds into 
K.O.II!



if you followed along with 
the recommendation in step 3, 
group  should be empty. (GROUPD)

press group  then hit  
to enter sample mode!  


(GROUPD) (SAMPLE)

((12)) record sample

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

the pads will flash to let 
you know that they can be 
sampled to. press one and 
sing, shout or rock out into 
the mic or line in!



as soon as you let go it will 
stop sampling and you can 
press the pad again to hear 
your sample.


((13)) add it to beat

MAIN

press (main) to go back to main 
mode and add the sample into 
your beat. 



now you can use the same 
techniques we used in the 
previous sections to play 
your sample(s) into your beat!

((14)) add some fx

FX MAX

now that you have a sick beat 
you can add some FX to it!



press (fx) to open the fx 
menu. here you can send each 
group to one master fx. 


turn the fader up and use (minus) 
and (plus) to switch between the 
available fx.


((15)) punch-in fx

FX

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

now press , hold down 
(FX) and press the pads. 


(play) this will add punch-in fx 
which allow you to quickly 
and easily perform with your 
beat!

((16)) commit your beat

SH IFT MAIN

press  and (main) to commit 
your beat. 



this will save the current 
patterns as a scene and 
create a new scene! 



committing your beat is a 
great way to quickly build 
the layers in a song. or even 
starting something fresh!


(shift) when you commit it will 
duplicate your current scene 
allowing you to quickly add 
variations on your beat 
without overwriting the 
previous section.



commit as many times as you 
like while you are making a 
beat to quickly build out the 
structure of your song!

THAT’S IT!

well done!

7.2 sequencing a beat from scratch!

¹ new project

hold!

MAIN

hold!

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

to get started making a beat, 
first load up a new project, 
and press play. 



hold (main) and one of the 
pads (1-9) to select an empty 
project. 

when fresh out of the box, 
your K.O.II will come with 
projects 1-5 populated with 
sounds and projects 6-9 
completely empty.

² load some sounds

sound

A

B

C

D

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

press a few pads in an empty 
project and you will notice 
that the pads do not have 
any sounds. lets fill them up 
with some! 



press (sound) to go to sound 
mode, then select group 
and one of the pads. 



use (minus)/(plus) to scroll through 
the available sounds. you 
will notice that the screen 
shows a number, this is the 
number of the sample on a 
pad. 

(GROUPA) 

fill out the remaining pads 
using whichever sounds you 
like the most!



you can find out more about 
how samples are stored on 
K.O.II in the sounds section of 
the guide.


³ groups

A

drums

B

bass

C

melodic

D

SAMPLE 

LOOPS

as K.O.II has 4 groups, we 
recommend keeping each 
group as a selection of 
instruments or parts. 

  

group  for drums.

group  for bass.

group  for melodies.

group  for loops and 
samples (keep this one empty 
for later). 

(GROUPA)
(GROUPB)
(GROUPC)
(GROUPD)

this layout is of course 
optional and you can put 
whatever sounds you want 
into each group.



try loading each group up 
with different samples!

⁴ main

MAIN

bar BEAT STEP

now that we have some 
sounds, lets turn them into a 
beat!



press (MAIN) to go to the main 
mode. you will notice that the 
screen changes to show the 
current “step”. 



a step is a division of time and 
allows you to see where you 
are in your beat.

⁵ go to step 1

hold!

SH IFT

hold!

hold  and (minus) until the 
display shows 1. 1 .1 

(shift) this brings you to the first 
step in the pattern.

⁶ record to a step

hold!

record

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

hold  and press on one 
of the pads to record that 
pad to a step.


(record)

⁷ navigating the sequencer

press (minus) and (plus) to navigate 
forwards and backwards in 
your pattern. 

⁸ add some drums!

record

try placing a kick on 1.1.1 / 1.2.1 / 
1.3.1 and 1.4.1 - this is called a 
‘four on the floor’.  


then a snare on 1.2.1 and 1.4.1 - 
this is called a ‘back beat’. 


⁹ change the note interval

timing

to change the note interval 
(number of steps per bar). 
press (timing) and turn . 



by default K.O.II will be set 
to a note interval of 1/16, but 
note intervals of 1/8, 1/8T 
(triplet), 1/16, 1/16T (triplet) 
and 1/32 are available. 

(knobx)

having a higher note interval 
allows you to sequence in 
more detail whereas having a 
low note interval is great 
for fast sequencing.

((10)) change the note interval

timing

to change the swing. press 
(timing) and turn (knoby). 



use swing to add grooviness 
to your beat! 

note interval and swing apply 
before recording and not 
after, for more info see the 
timing section.

((11)) note repeat

hold!

timing

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

hold (timing) and press a pad to 
repeat that pad with the 
chosen note interval.



use it on a hi-hat to quickly 
record hats into your beat!




to record with a four beat 
count-in, tap  then .(record) (play)

((12)) pattern length

record

by default new patterns on 
K.O.II will be set to 1 bar (len:1). 



if you want a longer pattern 
just hold  then press (plus). (record)

((13)) add a bassline

B
7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

keys

next, lets add a bassline!



if you followed along with 
the recommendation in step 3, 
you should have some bass 
sounds in group . 



press group  to play some 
bass sounds. 




(GROUPB)

(GROUPB)

select one that you like then 
press (keys) to  that 
sound across the pads like a 
keyboard!



if you’d like to change the 
scale of the pads, this can 
be done in system settings.


(play)

((14)) record a bassline

record

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

press  to hear your beat 
and practice over it with 
your bassline.



once you have something you 
like, pause it by pressing  
again. 



then, hold  and press on 
one of the pads to record 
that pad to a step.


(play)

(play)

(record)

alternatively, you can tap 
 and  to get a four 

beat count in and record it in!



if your bassline is longer 
than the pattern and you 
find yourself playing over it 
make sure to increase your 
pattern length by holding 

 and pressing (PLUS).


(record)

(record)

(play)

((15)) add a melody

C
7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

keys

next, lets add a melody!



if you followed along with 
the recommendation in step 3, 
you should have some melodic 
sounds in group . 



press group  to play some 
melodic sounds. 




(GROUPC)

(GROUPC)

select one that you like then 
press (keys) to play that 
sound across the pads like a 
keyboard!



if you’d like to change the 
scale of the pads, this can 
be done in system settings.


((16)) record your melody

record

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

press  to hear your beat 
and practice over it with 
your melody.



once you have something you 
like, pause it by pressing  
again. 



then, hold  and press on 
one of the pads to record 
that pad to a step.


(play)

(play)

(record)

alternatively, you can tap 
 and  to get a four 

beat count in and record it in!



if your melody is longer than 
the pattern and you find 
yourself playing over it make 
sure to increase your 
pattern length by holding 

 and pressing (PLUS).


(record)

(record)

(play)

((17)) let’s sample!

D
sample

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

sampling is a great way to 
record your own sounds into 
K.O.II!



if you followed along with 
the recommendation in step 3, 
group  should be empty. 



press group  then hit  
to enter sample mode!  


(GROUPD)

(GROUPD) (SAMPLE)

the pads will flash to let 
you know that they can be 
sampled to. press one and 
sing, shout or rock out into 
the mic or line in!



as soon as you let go it will 
stop sampling and you can 
press the pad again to hear 
your sample.


((18)) add it to your beat

MAIN

press (main) to go back to main 
mode and add the sample into 
your beat. 



now you can use the same 
techniques we used in the 
previous sections to play 
your sample(s) into your beat!

((19)) add some fx

FX MAX

now that you have a sick beat 
you can add some FX to it!



press (fx) to open the fx 
menu, here you can send each 
group to one master fx. 



turn the fader up and use (minus)/
(plus) to switch between the 
available fx.


20 commit your beat

SH IFT MAIN

now press , hold down 
(FX) and press the pads.



(play) this will add punch-in fx 
which allow you to quickly 
and easily perform with your 
beat!

extra! don’t forget to add punch-in-fx

FX

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

press  and (main) to commit 
your beat. 



this will save the current 
patterns as a scene and 
create a new scene! 



committing your beat is a 
great way to quickly build 
the layers in a song. or even 
starting something fresh!

(shift) when you commit it will 
duplicate your current scene 
allowing you to quickly add 
variations on your beat 
without overwriting the 
previous section.



commit as many times as you 
like while you are making a 
beat to quickly build out the 
structure of your song!

THAT’S IT!

well done!



((8)) modes return to index

sound MAIN tempo

the device operates in three main modes: (SOUND), (MAIN) and (TEMPO).

8.1 sound

SOUND is where you decide 
which sample to assign to 
each pad and delete stuff 
you don’t need, as well as 
modify basic parameters like 
amplitude and pitch. 

K.O.II can store up to 999 
samples, or 64 MB, whichever 
comes first.

LOAD SAMPLE

A

B

C

D

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

to load a sample onto a pad, 
select a group   -  then a 
pad. 

(GROUPA) (GROUPD)

change sound

press (minus) or (plus) to change the 
sound on that pad.

enter sound

hold!

sound

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

alternatively, hold (sound) and 
enter the number of the 
sound you want using the 
pads.

pro-tip! you can preview the 
name of a sample by holding 
down the pad while in sound 
mode. a sample will only have 
a name if imported or renamed 
using the EP sample tool.

amplitude

the  knob controls 
amplitude/volume (AMP).

(knobX)

pitch

the (knoby) knob controls pitch 
(PTC).

jump in tens

SHIFT

pressing and 

(minus)/(plus) will jump up the sample 
numbers in tens rather than 
one by one.

(SHIFT) 

default samples

sound

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

kicks are stored from 1-99. 

snares from 100-199. hi-hats 
from 200-299. percussion 
from 300-399.

bass from 400-499.

melodic sounds from 
500-599.



out of the box K.O.II will come 
loaded with over 300 samples 
but you can of course record 
your own or download them 
to the device by using the EP 
sample tool!

SOUND mode also allows you 
to edit the sounds. these edit 
modes affect the sound only 
within the selected project 
and do not write-back to the 
sample itself.

8.2 sound EDIT

select the sound you wish to 
edit, then press  and 

. within this menu you can 
then navigate through 5 edit 
modes. 



use (minus) and (plus) to navigate 
through the edit modes.

(SHIFT)
(SOUND)

enter sound edit

SHIFT sound

press  and (SOUND) to enter 
sound edit.

(SHIFT)

change edit mode

use (minus) and (plus) to change the 
sound edit mode.

8.2.1 sound mode

sound 

sound is where you can 
adjust the way a sample is 
played and where it should 
sit in your stereo mix.


play mode 

the  knob controls the 
play mode of the sample 
between oneshot, key and 
legato. 

(knobX)

oneshot

1

1

1

oneshot is monophonic, and 
plays the whole sample, one 
at a time.

key

3

6

8

key is polyphonic, and allows 
you to play multiples of the 
same sample at once.

perfect for playing the same 
sample across a keyboard!

legato

6

3

8

legato is monophonic, and 
plays a sample one at a time. 
when changing the note while 
being held, it will continue 
playing from the same point 
as it was left off.

play mode 

the (knobY) knob controls pan. pan 
gradually adjusts whether 
the sample is played on the 
left, right or center audio 
channels.

8.2.2 trim

trim

trim helps you to fine tune 
the start and end points of 
your sample, so that you can 
cut straight to the bit you 
wanted!

start and end points

the  knob controls the 
starting point of the sample.

(knobX) the (knobY) knob controls the 
length of your sample.

8.2.3 envelope

envelope

envelope helps adjust the 
playback of your sample, so 
that it fades in and out 
exactly as you need it to. 
creating soft pads or snappy 
snares! 


attack and release

the knob controls attack. 
attack allows you to fade in 
your sample or have it play 
exactly how it was recorded.

(knobX) the (knoby) knob controls 
release. release will 
continue playing the sample 
after you let go of the pad 
or will cut it off immediately.

8.2.4 time

time

time mode is a powerful tool 
which allows you to match 
the bpm of your sample to 
that of your project!


time stretch mode

the  knob sets the time 
stretch mode (BPM or BAR).

(knobX)

bpm

175 BPM

100 BPM

BPM will stretch the sample 
to match the project tempo. 

to do so it requires you to 
set the sample bpm.

bar

2 bars

1 bar

BAR will stretch the sample, 
automatically fits it to the 
chosen time division of the 
project’s bpm. 

if you choose 1 bar it 
stretches your sample to be 
1 bar long. if you choose 2 
bars it stretches your 
sample to be 2 bars long.

time

the (knobY) knob sets the sample 
tempo (BPM) or sample length 
(BAR).

sample tempo

sample tempo

hold! hold!

pro-tip! to find the tempo of 
incoming audio hold and   
(tempo)

(sample)
.

8.2.5 midi

sound 

midi is a protocol that allows 
you to connect your K.O.II to 
other musical instruments, 

controlling your K.O.II or the 
instrument or both!

midi channel

the  knob controls the MIDI 
channel the pad sends to. 
this allows you to connect a 
series of external music 
devices and send note data 
to them all individually from 
different pads!

(knobX)

root note

the (knobY) knob controls the MIDI 
root note. this allows you to 
set the MIDI root note of your 
sample and ensure that the 
root note on the device 
matches with the root note on 
the sample.

for more information on how 
to configure midi, as well as 
what midi messages are sent 
and recieved, please see the

midi chart.

8.2.6 mute group

mute group

a mute group allows you to 
group together all the 
samples you do not wish to 
have playing at the same time. 
when playing the samples in a 
mute group only the last 
pressed sound will play, 
cutting off any others that 
came before it.

pads in mute groups

5

here the pads will flash. 
press a pad to add it to the 
mute group. if a pad is in a 
mute group it will light up.

8.3 main

think of main as your home 
screen, the place you always 
want to return to. it's here 
that you control your 
projects, scenes, and 
patterns. this is also where 
you arrange your songs, 
record, and perform them 
live.


K.O.II sequences per-step. to 
navigate through steps, 
press (minus) and (plus).


select scene

hold!

MAIN

hold MAIN to select scene 01-99 with (minus) 
and (plus).

select pattern

A...

hold group  -  and press (minus) and (plus) 
or type the number in with the pads to 
select pattern.



(groupA) (groupD)

pro-tip! hold multiple groups to adjust 
all their patterns at once.

fader

hold!

FADER

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

by default the fader controls group 
level but can be reassigned by holding 
(FADER) and selecting any of the options 
printed above the pads.

new pattern

hold!

MAIN
A

press  and  to find the next 
available empty pattern.

(shift) (GROUPA)

undo

hold!

SHIFT
B

press and  to undo. 



when an undo is possible the umbrella 
will light up to let you know.

(SHIFT)  (GROUPB)

copy

hold!

SHIFT
C

press  and  to copy. 



press once for BAR and twice for 
pattern. the current bar will be copied.



(minus) (plus)

(SHIFT) (GROUPC)

pro-tip!  you can navigate through bars 
using (SHIFT) and  and 

paste

hold!

SHIFT
D

press  and  to paste.(SHIFT) (GROUPD)

commit

hold!

SHIFT MAIN

press  and (MAIN) to (commit). 



this will duplicate the current scene 
and allow you to save your ideas 
before moving on to the next one!

(SHIFT)

change project

hold!

MAIN

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

hold (MAIN) and select pads 1 - 9 to 
change project.

8.4 tempo

basement jaxx said that if 
you raise the song three bpm 
from where you think it 
should be, it will be a hit. try 
it out by setting the tempo of 
your song with this button.

tempo

tempo

press the (tempo) button to 
enter tempo mode.

bpm

the  knob controls bpm.



the lowest tempo is 40 bpm 
and the highest is 399 bpm. 



(knobx)

(knobX)pro-tip! the  knob has a 
range of 60 bpm to 180 bpm, 
but if you type in the numbers 
you can go all the way down 
to 40 bpm and all the way up 
to 399 bpm!

metronome volume

the (knoby) knob controls record 
metronome volume



pro-tip!  if you’d like to turn 
the metronome on while 
playing as well you can do so 
in system settings.


enter bpm

hold!

tempo

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

hold TEMPO and type the 
desired tempo value with the 
number pad. 



pro-tip! use the ( . ) to add 
decimal values of tempo, for 
example 120.51 bpm.

8.4.1 time signature

set the time signature to 
something as simple as 4/4, 
or something really weird.

time signature

MAIN tempo

press (MAIN) and (TEMPO) to 
change the time signature for 
the current pattern

change signature

use the  and (knobY) knobs to 
adjust the time signature

(knobx)

8.4.2 tempo match

if you hear something you like and want to 
match the tempo of your song to it you can 
detect the tempo of the audio played 
through the line-in or built-in mic!

TEMPO MATCH

sample tempo

hold  and (TEMPO) to start 
listening for the incoming 
audio, then play any audio 
into the device through the 
line-in or into the mic. K.O.II 
will listen, find the tempo, 
display it on screen and then 
set the project tempo to 
match.


(SAMPLE)

TEMPO MATCH



((9)) play and record return to index

B

C

D

A

*THIS IS NOT AN APP

9.1 live record

K.O II allows for fast and 
easy live recording so you 
can quickly get your ideas 
down.

record with count in

TAP!

record play

1  2  3  4! ! ! !

while K.O.II is not playing 
press and release  then 
press  to hear a four 
beat count-in and start 
recording. 

(record)
(play)

hit the pads to record your 
beat!

stop recording

play record

stop! listen

once you are done recording 
press  again to stop the 
recording and pause your 
beat. 

(play)
otherwise, press to keep 
the beat going but stop 
recording.

(RECORD) 

record without count in

record play

if you want to start 
recording without a count-in 

you can press  and  
together.

(RECORD) (PLAY)

pattern length

record

by default K.O.II will be set 
to a 1 bar pattern length. 



if you want to record a 
longer pattern press  
then (minus) or (plus). 

(RECORD)

K.O.II supports pattern 
lengths of up to 99 bars per 
group.

change pattern length while playing

hold!

record

while playing you can change 
pattern length on the fly by 
holding  and pressing (MINUS) 
or (PLUS).

(RECORD)

overdub

play

hold!

record

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

to record over an existing 
pattern, press  to start 
the pattern then hold  
and hit the pads to record 
notes into the beat.

(PLAY)
(RECORD)

in case you make a mistake 
you can easily erase it! find 
out more in the next sections.

9.2 step sequence

K.O.II sequences per step. this 
allows you to get super 
precise sequences when using 
smaller note intervals, while 
also punching-in basic 
sequences super fast, at 
higher note intervals.

step

while K.O.II is not playing, use 
(minus) and (plus) to step through the 
steps in your pattern.

record to a step

hold!

record

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

hold  and press a pad to 
record the chosen pad to 
that step. 

(RECORD) when a pad is recorded to a 
given step it will light up.

erase note

hold!

ERASE

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

you can remove unwanted 
sounds and notes by holding 
(ERASE) then pressing the pad 
corresponding to the 
unwanted note or sound. 

erase note while playing

play

hold!

ERASE

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

you can also remove 
unwanted sounds and notes 
by holding (ERASE) while playing 
then pressing the pad 
corresponding to the 
unwanted note or sound. 

free nudge

hold!

SH IFT

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

when in free time hold  
and the desired pad then 
press (minus) or (plus) to nudge the 
recorded note in ticks.


(SHIFT) pro-tip! a tick is the 
smallest time increment that 
the sequencer in K.O.II uses. it 
operates at 96 ppqn (parts 
per quarter note), meaning 
there are 96 ticks per beat. 
this means that the step 
resolution of K.O.II is 24 
ticks, same as OP–Z.

quantised nudge

hold!

SH IFT

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

when in quantize mode hold 
 and the desired pad(SHIFT)

then press (minus) or (plus) to nudge 
the recorded note in steps.

note velocity

hold!

SH IFT

hold  and turn  to 
change the note velocity of 
all notes in a chosen step.

(shift) (knobx)

note duration

hold!

SH IFT

hold  and turn (knoby) to 
change the note duration of 
all notes in a chosen step. 

(shift) the maximum note duration is 
one bar and the minimum is one 
tick.

9.3 keys

sometimes you love a sample 
so much you want to play it 
all the time. KEYS mode let’s 
you play a selected sample 
across a 12 note keyboard, 
either on your K.O.II’s pads or 
a connected midi keyboard.

activate keys

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

keys

select a pad you want to 
activate then press (KEYS) to 
chromatically transpose the 
selected pad across the 12 
pads.

octave

hold!

keys

hold KEYS and press (minus) or (plus) 
to select the octave.

root note

hold!

keys

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

holding KEYS and selecting a 
pad will transpose the 
scale.

record note

hold!

record

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

to record a note to a step, 
hold down (record) and press the 
pad that you wish to have 
play on that step. 

erase note

hold!

ERASE

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

you can remove unwanted 
sounds and notes by holding 
(ERASE) then pressing the pad 
corresponding to the 
unwanted note or sound. 

live record notes

record play
7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

TAP!

to live record a note start 
recording by pressing 
then (PLAY) and punch out some 
notes into your pattern.

(RECORD) 

9.4 fader

the fader allows you to 
control and record various 
effects and parameters in 
your pattern.

fader parameter

hold!

FADER

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

hold (FADER) and a pad to 
change the fader parameter 
of your chosen group.

the fader assignments can be 
found printed above the 
pads.

rec fader movement

hold!

record

fader movements can also be 
recorded. 

holding (RECORD) and moving the 
FADER will record the fader’s 
movement into your beat.

reset virtual fader

SH IFT FADER

press  and (FADER) to reset 
the fader’s virtual position 
to the default position for 
all fader assignments in the 
current group (RES shows on 
screen). 



(SHIFT) pressing this combo again will 
undo the reset (SET shows on 
screen).

erase fader automation

hold!

ERASE

hold!

FADER

while K.O.II is not playing, 
holding (ERASE) and (FADER) until 
FDR blinks on screen will 
erase fader automation for 
all assignments and set the 
fader position for all 
assignments to their current 
position (FDR blinks on screen 
followed by DEL). 

precise fader adjustments

hold!

SH IFT

holding  and moving the 
fader will adjust the value 
of the fader more precisely,

(SHIFT) allowing you to get just the 
right sound!

9.5 copy / paste

copying is a great way of 
transferring a pattern or 
bar to another section or a 
sound from one pad to 
another!

copy

SH IFT
C

when in main, press and 
 to copy (press once for 

BAR and twice for pattern. 
the current bar will be 
copied. 



   
(minus) (plus)


(SHIFT) 
(GROUPC)

pro-tip! you can navigate 
through bars using (SHIFT) and

/

paste

SH IFT
D

press  and  to paste.
(SHIFT) (groupD)

copy sounds

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

O 0 enter.

SH IFT
C

you can also copy sounds!

 when in sound mode you can 
copy a sound from one pad to 
another by pressing  and 

 to copy from the 
currently selected pad, then 
selecting the pad you wish to 
paste to and pressing   
and  to paste your sound 
to it.

(SHIFT)
(GROUPC)

(SHIFT)
(GROUPD)

9.6 erase / undo

ERASE removes recorded 
regrets, fader failures, 
whole projects, scenes, 
patterns, samples, or 
everything you’ve ever 
recorded.

playback erase

hold!

ERASE

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

O 0 enter.

during playback, hold (ERASE) 
and the pad you wish to 
clear to remove note(s) or 
pad(s) played as the pattern 
runs. 



pro-tip! hold down multiple 
pads while pressing erase to 
erase them all at once - this 
can even be done with notes 
recorded in keys mode!

erase note

hold!

ERASE

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

O 0 enter.

while K.O.II is not playing, hold 
(erase) and a pad until TRK 
blinks on the screen to 
erase all the notes 
recorded on that pad in the 
pattern.

erase pattern

hold!

ERASE

hold!

A...

hold (ERASE) and the group pads 
 -  until PTN blinks on the 

screen to erase the current 
patterns.

(GROUPA) (GROUPD)

erase scene

ERASE MAIN

hold (ERASE) and (MAIN) until SCN 
blinks on the screen to 
erase the current scene.

erase sound

hold!

ERASE

hold!

sound

hold (ERASE) and (SOUND) until SND 
blinks on the screen to 
permanently remove the 
currently selected sample 
from device memory.

system settings

SH IFT ERASE

pressing (SHIFT) and (ERASE) will 
open the system settings. 
use  (minus)/(plus)  and ENTER to 
navigate the settings tree 
then ENTER to set your 
option. 



alternatively the codes can 
be typed using the numpad 
and ENTER to confirm.

erase all

SH IFT

record play

press (SHIFT),  and  to overwrite everything recorded.(RECORD) (play)

undo

SH IFT
B

pressing (SHIFT) and  will 
undo - when an undo is 
possible the umbrella will 
light up to let you know.

(GROUPB)

erase fader automation

hold!

ERASE

hold!

FADER

while K.O.II is not playing, holding (ERASE) and 
(FADER) until FDR blinks on screen will erase 
fader automation for all assignments and 
set the fader position for all assignments 
to their current position (FDR blinks on 
screen followed by DEL).

erase fader movements live

play

ERASE

hold!

FADER

while playing, holding (ERASE) and (FADER) will 
delete fader movements for all fader 
assignments. this will set the fader position 
for all assignments to their position when 
(ERASE) and (FADER) were first pressed.

9.7 offset notes

sometimes you want to add a 
little more feeling or 
expression to your beat, or 
even just get weird. 
offsetting notes allows you 
to move them around to just 
the right point!

note offset

SH IFT

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

O 0 enter.

while K.O.II is not playing, hold 
 and the desired pad then 

press (minus) or (plus) to nudge the 
note. 



(SHIFT)
when in quantize mode the 
notes will move 
corresponding to the note 
interval. 



when in free time, the notes 
will move outside of the grid 
between the note intervals.



((10)) FUNCTIONS return to index

10.1 sample

for those of you that are 
new to this, a sample is a 
short audio recording that 
can be used in a track. 



capture sounds around you 
with the built-in microphone, 
or use the stereo line-input 
to sample your favorite 
synthesizer, connect your 
CM–15 mic, even your phone!

sampling is a powerful tool 
that can make your track 
truly unique. sample 
something then record it using 
K.O.II’s powerful built in 
sequencer!

enter sample mode

sample

to record a sound, press 
to enter sample mode. 

you will see all the buttons 
light up. the leds will blink 
to let you know you are in 
sample mode.

(SAMPLE) 

sample

hold!

2

press and hold a pad while in 
sample mode to start 
recording your sample. once 
a sample has been recorded 
to a pad it will stop blinking 
and light up to let you know 
it has been recorded to.



pro-tip! after recording, 
audition a sample by pushing 
the pad again.

add more samples

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

while in SAMPLE mode, you can 
continue capturing samples 
to additional pads.

stereo/mono/L/R

pressing (minus) or (plus) when 
sampling with the input jack 
allows you to choose 
between:



stereo (LR)



left audio signal (L) 



right audio signal (R)



summed center mono (C).

input level

the  knob controls input 
level.

(knobX)

threshold

the (knobY) knob adjusts the 
threshold allowing you to 
trigger the recording to 
start only when you make 
just the right amount of 
noise. 

re-take sample

TAP!

sample

hold!

7

record something that’s not 
quite right? get a second 
chance by pressing sample 
again and retaking it!

exit sample mode

MAIN

exit sample mode by hitting 
(MAIN).

permanently delete sample

hold!

ERASE

hold!

sound

samples are stored 
automatically and can only 
be deleted by removing them 
in the SOUND menu.

holding (ERASE) + (SOUND) will 
delete the currently 
selected sample from the 
device.

sound library

*THIS IS A web APP 

every time you sample 
something, it is stored inside 
the sound library. 

samples are stored in the 
next available slot and 
automatically assigned in 
order.

pro-tip! if you want to 
sample your favorite acid 
synth, you can explicitly 
choose a destination for it by 
holding sound, typing a 
number on the pads (like 
3..0..3..), pressing (enter), then 
hit sample!

10.2 sample tool

to transfer audio files to 
use as samples to/from a 
computer, use the file 
transfer tool.

sample tool

connect K.O.II via usb-c and go to:



teenage.engineering/apps/ep-sample-tool


10.3 chop

a great technique when 
making beats is to experiment 
with chopping up a drum 
rhythm or a chord-
progression into smaller 
pieces. play them back in 
random order using the pads 
until you find something that 
has a groove to it.

chop it up

SH IFT sample

if you want to chop your 
sample up across different 
pads, you can choose 
between AUTO-CHOP, which 
lets K.O II do it for you, or 
LIVE CHOP to do it manually.



(SHIFT) + (SAMPLE) = (CHOP)


auto-chop

A

B

C

D

intelligently divide your 
sample into individual slices, 
they will be assigned to as 
many pads as the sample 
needs.

press (GROUPA)-(GROUPD) to select the 
group you wish to AUTO-CHOP. 
this will reset any pad 
assignments so make sure 
you pick an empty group or 
one you are happy to write 
over. 

the sample chop point is auto 
detected using beat tracking, 
populating from bottom left 
to top right. use (minus)/(plus) to 
decide on the number of 
slices.

live chop

1 4 6 9

If you know where you want 
to slice, try LIVE CHOP. by 
using this hands-on 
approach, you have direct 
control over the placement 
of your sample's cuts.


when in CHOP mode, press and 
hold a pad to CHOP. the break 
will be assigned depending on 
the amount of time the pad is 
held. keep pressing pads as 
the sample plays to chop it 
up across your pads.

in and out points

if it's not sounding quite right 
you can refine the exact in 
and out points of each chop 
by selecting the pad and 
turning  and (knobY) to set the 
precise start and end points.



(knobX)

pro-tip! holding down (SHIFT) 
while turning the  and  
knobs will allow for finer 
control so you can find the 
perfect start and end points.

(knobX) (knobY)

10.4 timing

sense of rhythm or not, 
quantization to the rescue! 
TIMING allows you manually 
select the note interval of 
the step sequencer, as well 
as enable or disable 
quantized recording.

note interval illustration

bar

beat

1/8

1/8t

1/16

1/16t

1/32

1! 2! 3! 4!

8 = 8 steps per bar 16 = 16 steps per bar

 32 = 32 steps per bar 

 the 8T and 16T are triplet 
variations.  



8T = 12 steps per bar 

16T = 24 steps per bar

TIMING

timing

to change the note interval 
press TIMING.

set note interval

the  knob controls the 
note interval.

(knobX)

set swing

the (knobY) knob controls swing. 



(only applies to

1/8 and 1/16 note intervals).

quantize/free time

(minus) and (plus) toggle between 
quantize (minus) and free time (plus). 



quantised recording will 
always snap whatever you 
record to the chosen note 
interval. 



free time will keep things 
loose and record exactly as 
you played it.

10.4.1 note repeat

it should be easy to record a 
hi-hat! if you hold down the 
TIMING while pressing a pad, 
your sample will play back 
according to the chosen note 
interval.

note repeat

hold!

timing
2

hold TIMING and press a pad 
to trigger note repeat for 
that pad.



pro-tip! this is pressure 
sensitive when velocity is 
enabled!

10.4.2 timing correct

maybe everything was perfect 
except for one hit, but you 
don’t want to quantize 
everything because you love 
the beat? 

use the (TIMING) (CORRECT) function to 
quantize individual pads or 
even individual notes. this way, 
things will fall into place 
without ruining any magic.

timing correct

SH IFT timing

open timing correct by pressing  
and (TIMING).

(SHIFT)

quantize pad

7

when stopped, press a pad to quantize 
all the steps recorded to that pad. 

live quantize

play

hold!

7

while playing, hold a pad during 
playback to quantize the notes played 
while held (the number of corrected 
notes will show on the display).

set note interval

turn to adjust the note 
interval you wish to correct 
your notes to.

(knobx) 

set swing

when the note interval is set 
to 8 or 16, turn (KNOBY) to adjust 
the swing. 

10.5 loop

loops create a repetitive 
pattern that can be 
incredibly catchy, memorable 
or annoying. 



think of them as a foundation 
to layer additional 
instruments and sounds. 



they can also be tweaked 
and varied over time, and give 
a defining character to your 
song. 



the LOOP function is inspired 
by our beloved OB–4 magic 
radio.


enter loop

tempo loop

press (SHIFT) and (TEMPO) to 
create a loop. 

set loop length

when in loop mode use the  
knob to set your loop 
length.

(KNOBX)

SLIDE loop

use the (KNOBY) knob to slide the 
loop position back and forth. 
sliding is tempo locked. 



the display will show the 
position of the loop.

exit loop

tempo

press (TEMPO) to exit the loop 
directly or press (main) to exit 
the loop on the next bar.

(knobx) LENGTH

(knoby) slide

loop



((11)) effects (Fx) return to index

finally, the fun starts. let’s give your track 
some personality! 



the (FX) button is where you'll find delay, 
reverb, distortion, chorus, filter, and 
compressor.

each group can send to one master fx and 
the sum of the mix is sent through a master 
compressor.



additionally, the live input from the line in 
can send to the chosen fx.

enter fx

FX

press (FX) while playing.

choose fx

use (minus) and (plus) to navigate 
through the fx.

fx level

FADE

to adjust your FX use the 
fader.



move the FADER to adjust the 
amount of fx on the current 
group.

solo

FX

A

B

C

D

while playing, hold (FX) and 
press a group pad to solo 
that group.



(FX)pro tip! hold  and 
multiple group pads to solo 
multiple groups at once.

11.1 delay

delay

delay is like echo. it repeats 
the original sound multiple 
times to make it sound like 
you are somewhere like a 
valley or a fish bowl!

length

turn the knob to adjust 
the length of your delay. 
this will change the time 
between repetitions.

(knobx) 

feedback

turn the (knobY) knob to adjust 
the feedback of your delay. 
this will change how many 
times it repeats.

(knobx) LENGTH

(knoby) FEEDBACK

diagram

11.2 reverb

reverb

reverb can make it sound like 
you are in a massive church 
or a tiny room. turn it up and 
hear your sounds wash away 
like waves in the ocean!

length

turn the  knob to adjust 
the length of your reverb. 
this changes the size of the 
room.

(knobX)

colour

turn the (knobY) knob to adjust 
the colour of your reverb. 
this will filter out the high 
or low frequencies to make 
the reverb ‘darker’ or 
‘brighter’.

(knobx)
 L

E
N
G

T
H

REVERB LENGTH

reverb emulates the sound 
of a space, from a small 
room to a cathedral.

11.3 DISTORTION

distortion

rock out with distortion, beat 
up your beat and punch it 
down!

drive

turn the  knob to adjust 
the drive of your distortion, 
overdriving your sounds more 
or less.

(knobX)

color

turn the (knobY) knob to adjust 
the color of your distortion, 
this will filter out and 
resonate the high or low 
frequencies making the 
distortion even crazier.

NORMAL

DISTORTED

DISTORtION

distortion clips the loudest 
parts of a waveform creating 
a  warm, fuzzy sound.

11.4 chorus

chorus

spread things out and get 
wavy with chorus. turn this up 
to thicken up your chords 
and get freaky with your 
drums!

modulation

turn the  knob to adjust 
the modulation of your 
chorus. this is the rate at 
which it will move the sound 
around.

(knobX)

feedback

turn the (knobY) knob to adjust 
the feedback of your chorus. 
this will control how 
prominent the effect is by 
feeding the signal back into 
itself. turn it up and hear it 
ring!

chorus

chorus multiplies your audio 
and makes it sound richer.

11.5 filter

filter

looking for a more mellow 
sound? try the filter! filters 
are a great way of removing 
high or low frequencies and 
changing the character of a 
sound.

cutoff

turn the  knob to adjust 
the cutoff. this will set the 
range of frequencies to be 
cut. turn left to cut the 
highs and right to cut the 
lows.

(knobX)

resonance

turn the (knobY) knob to adjust 
the resonance. this 
emphasises the filter and can 
create an awesome sweeping 
sound. try turning it up and 
then moving the cutoff using 
the  knob!(knobX)

filter

(KNOBY) CUTOFF

(knobx)
 R

E
S

O
N
A

N
C

E

the filter allows you to 
shape your sound, by cutting 
and boosting certain 
frequencies.

11.6 compressor

compressor

punch down drums and keep 
your dynamics in check with 
the compressor!

drive

turn the  knob to adjust 
the drive. this controls how 
loud the audio going into the 
compressor is.

(knobX)

speed

turn the (knobY) knob to adjust 
the speed. this changes how 
fast the compressor is able 
to squash your sounds. turn 
up the drive and  speed to 
hear your sounds get 
punched in the face by the 
compressor.

compressor

the compressor pushes down 
any loud portions of incoming 
audio while bringing up the 
overall volume, allowing you 
to reduce dynamics and add 
more punch!

11.7 PUNCH-IN FX 2.0™

holding down FX turns the 
pads into punch-in fx. punch-
in fx are a super fast way of 
creating variations on your 
beat, each one adds a unique 
character and allows you to 
quickly perform with what you 
have created.

punch-in fx

FX

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

hold!

hold (FX) and press the 
pads to trigger punch-in FX.

pressure sensitive

FX
2

hold!

punch-in FX are pressure 
sensitive and can be combined.

11.8 live input fx

plug something into the input 
jack and turn up the 
internal fx level to process 
it through the built in fx!

main

MAIN

press (main) to enter the main 
mode.

input gain

turn the  knob to adjust 
the input volume.

(KNOBX)

send level

turn the (KNOBY) knob to adjust 
the internal fx send level.

11.9 OUTPUT

tighten up your sound with 
the master compressor. 
adjust drive for a more 
pronounced compression 
effect and speed to decide 
how quickly the compressor 
should respond to the input 
signal.

output settings

SHIFT FX

press  and (FX) to enter 
the output settings (master 
compressor).

(SHIFT)

drive

turn the  knob to adjust 
the drive.

(KNOBX)

speed

turn the (KNOBY) knob to adjust 
the speed - try cranking this 
and hear what it does to 
your beat.



((12)) how to return to index

12.1 enable velocity sensitivity

¹ open system settings

SHIFT ERASE

press  and (erase) to enter 
the system settings.

(shift)

² navigate to pad settings

enter

use (minus) and (plus) to navigate to 
the pad settings, then press 
(enter) on the pads.

 

³ navigate to velocity settings

enter

use (minus) and (plus) to navigate to 
‘vel’, then hit (enter).

⁴ select velocity mode

enter

use (minus) and (plus) to choose 
between:



off (no velocity sensitivity).

hi (for when playing with less 
force). 

low (for when playing with 
more force).

then hit (enter) to choose 
your velocity setting!

⁵ return to main

MAIN

press (main) to return to main 
and exit the system settings.

((6)) hit the pads!

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

hit the pads to hear the velocity sensitivity!

12.2 change the scale in keys mode 

¹ main

MAIN

first, make sure to that you 
are in the main mode.

press (main) to enter the main 
mode from any page in the 
device.

((2)) choose a sample

choose a pad that you wish 
to play across a scale.

 

((3)) enter keys mode

keys

press (keys) to enter keys 
mode.

the pads will become a 
keyboard that have the 
chosen sample transposed 
across a scale.

((4)) change octave

hold!

keys

hold (keys) and press (minus) or (plus) 
to change the the octave.

⁵ transpose

hold!

keys

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

. O enter

hold (keys) and press a pad to 
transpose the scale.

((6)) system settings

SHIFT ERASE

to change the scale, first 
enter into system settings by 
pressing  and (erase).(shift)

((7)) pad settings

enter

use (minus) and (plus) to navigate to 
the pad settings, then press 
(enter) on the pads.

((8)) scale settings

enter

use (minus) and (plus) to navigate to 
‘sca’, then hit (enter).

((9)) change scale

enter

use (minus) and (plus) to choose 
between:

12T - 12 tone EQUAL 
TEMPERAMENT (DEFAULT)

maj - MAJOR (IONIAN MODE)

min - MINOR (AEOLIAN MODE)

dor - DORIAN MODE

phr - PHRYGIAN MODE

lyd - LYDIAN MODE

mix - MIXOLYDIAN MODE

loc - LOCRIAN MODE

ma.p - MAJOR PENTATONIC

mi.p - MINOR PENTATONIC



then hit (enter) to choose 
your scale setting!

((10)) exit system settings

MAIN

press (main) to return to main 
and exit the system settings.

now, when you enter keys 
mode the pads will be 
transposed to the chosen 
scale!

12.3 turn on the metronome while playing

¹ open system settings

SHIFT ERASE

press  and (erase) to enter 
the system settings.

(shift)

((2)) navigate to sequencer settings

enter

use (minus) and (plus) to navigate to 
the sequencer settings, then 
press (enter) on the pads.

 

((3)) navigate to metronome settings

enter

use (minus) and (plus) to navigate to 
‘met’, then hit (enter).

 

((4)) select metronome mode

enter

use (minus) and (plus) to choose 
between:



on - ENABLE METRONOME AT 
RECORD+PLAY

rec - ENABLE METRONOME AT 
RECORD ONLY (DEFAULT)

cnt - ENABLE METRONOME AT 
COUNT-IN ONLY

then hit (enter) to choose 
your metronome setting!

⁵ return to main

MAIN

press (main) to return to main and exit the system settings.

 

((6)) tempo

tempo

press (tempo) to open the tempo mode.

((7)) turn up metronome volume

turn the (knobY) to turn up the metronome.

 

((8)) press play

play

press  to hear the metronome!(play)

12.4 sync two K.O.II units

¹ get started

for this setup you will need 
two K.O.II devices and a 3.5 mm 
to 3.5 mm cable.

((2)) connect via sync

firstly, make sure that both 
K.O.II devices are set to 1/16 
sync both in and out. 

you can then plug the cable 
into the sync out on one K.O.II 
and the sync in on the other.

12.5 sync a pocket operator to K.O.II  

¹ connect your K.O.II to the pocket operator

first plug one end of a 3.5 mm 
cable into the  sync output 
on your K.O.II, then the other 
end into the input jack on the 
left side of your pocket 
operator. 

((2)) set your pocket operator to sync 1

press the function button 
under the rightmost knob and 
the bpm button until the 
screen shows SY1. 

this will listen for a sync 
pulse on the input jack and 
output stereo audio from the 
output jack.

((3)) enter system settings

SHIFT ERASE

enter system settings by 
pressing  and (erase).

 

 (shift)

((4)) navigate to sync

enter

use (minus) and (plus) to navigate to 
the sync settings, then press 
(enter) on the pads.

⁵ navigate to sync > out

enter

use (minus) and (plus) to navigate to 
‘OUT’, then hit (enter).

((6)) navigate to sync > out > 8

enter

use (minus) and (plus) to navigate to 
‘8’, then hit (enter).

((7)) sync 8

K.O.II will now send a 1/8 clock 
pulse on it’s sync-out jack, 
meaning that it can sync with 
any device that receives 1/8 
clock.

((8)) press play!

play

press play on your pocket 
operator then  on your 
K.O.II and the two will sync to 
the same BPM!

(play)

12.6 sync K.O.II to a pocket operator 

((1)) connect your pocket operator to K.O.II 

for this setup you will need a 
3.5 mm stereo (trs) to 2 x 3.5 
mm mono (ts) cable. 

connect the stereo end to 
the output of the pocket 
operator then plug the right 
channel (ring - red on our 
cables) into the input jack on 
your K.O.II and the left 
channel (tip - brown or white 
on our cables) into the sync 
input jack on your K.O.II.

((2)) set your pocket operator to sync 1

press the function button 
under the rightmost knob and 
the bpm button until the 
screen shows SY1. 

this will send a sync pulse on 
the left channel (tip) of the 
output jack.

 

((3)) enter system settings

SHIFT ERASE

enter system settings by 
pressing  and (erase).

 

 (shift)

((4)) navigate to sync

enter

use (minus) and (plus) to navigate to 
the sync settings, then press 
(enter) on the pads.

⁵ navigate to sync > in

enter

use (minus) and (plus) to navigate to 
‘in’, then hit (enter).

((6)) navigate to sync > in > 8

enter

use (minus) and (plus) to navigate to 
‘8’, then hit (enter).

((7)) sync 8

K.O.II will now listen for a 1/8 
clock pulse on it’s sync-in 
jack, meaning that it can 
sync with any device that 
sends 1/8 clock.

((8)) press play!

play

press play on your pocket 
operator and K.O.II will  
as soon as it receives a sync 
signal. the two will sync to 
the same BPM!

(play)
pro-tip! with this setup you 
can add the K.O.II’s internal 
effects to the audio coming 
from the pocket operator!

12.7 sync K.O.II to a vintage drum machine 

((1)) connect your K.O.II to the drum machine

first plug one end of a 3.5 mm 
cable into the sync out on 
your vintage drum machine, 
then the other end into the 
sync input on your K.O.II. 

some vintage drum machines 
use a standard called DIN-
sync that requires an 
adaptor or special cable.

((2)) enter system settings

SHIFT ERASE

enter system settings by 
pressing  and (erase).

 

 (shift)

((3)) navigate to sync

enter

use (minus) and (plus) to navigate to 
the sync settings, then press 
(enter) on the pads.

((4)) navigate to sync > in

enter

use (minus) and (plus) to navigate to 
‘in’, then hit (enter). 

⁵ navigate to sync > in > 24

enter

use (minus) and (plus) to navigate to 
‘24’, then hit (enter)

((6)) sync 24

K.O.II will now listen for a 
sync24 clock pulse on it’s 
sync-in jack, meaning that it 
can sync with any device that 
sends sync24 clock.

((7)) press play!

play

press play on your drum 
machine and K.O.II  at the 
same time and sync to the 
same BPM!

(play)

((8)) sync out to the drum machine

follow the same steps as 
before but instead connect 
the K.O.II’s sync out to the 
sync-in of your drum machine 
then navigate to sync > out > 
24.

12.8 control K.O.II with a midi keyboard 

((1)) get started!

for this setup, depending on 
your midi keyboard you may 
need a 3.5 mm stereo (trs) to 
midi din cable. some midi 
keyboards have trs midi and 
thus a 3.5 mm trs cable can 
be used. keyboard and the 
K.O.II.

for usb midi keyboards you 
will need a midi host (this is 
typically a computer 
connected over usb-c or a 
dedicated midi host box) 
between the 

((2)) connect your midi keyboard

once you have your midi 
keyboard connected, K.O.II 
will detect any notes and 
light up the MIDI or usb icon 
(depending on what input is 
used) on the screen.

((3)) play the pads with the keyboard!

now, any notes you play on 
the keyboard will trigger the 
pads on K.O.II!

((4)) play one pad across the keyboard!

keys

if you want to play one pad 
transposed across the 
keyboard then just press 
(keys)!

12.9 sequence external midi with K.O.II 

((1)) get started!

for this setup, depending on 
your midi device you may need 
a 3.5 mm stereo (trs) to midi 
din cable. 

some midi devices have trs midi 
and thus a 3.5 mm trs cable 
can be used. alternatively 
for usb midi devices a usb-c 
cable can be used.

((2)) connect your midi device

once you have your midi device 
connected, K.O.II will be able 
to send midi notes to it.

((3)) set a pad as a midi channel

SHIFT sound

press  and (sound) to enter 
sound edit mode.

(shift)

((4)) set a pad as a midi channel

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

O 0 enter.

select a pad, then navigate 
to the pad’s midi settings 
using (minus) and (plus). 

pro-tip! setting the value of 
a pad when holding  to 
“000” will create an empty 
pad that can hold midi  
without stealing any voices.

(sound)

⁵ change midi channel

use the  knob to change 
the midi channel that the pad 
will send to. 

(knobx)

((6)) change midi root note

use the (knoby) knob to change 
the root note of the midi 
notes, this allows you to 
sync your midi to the root 
note of your sample.

((7)) done!

now, any notes you play or 
sequence on that pad will 
send midi to the chosen 
channel!

 

((8)) bonus: send or receive midi clock

to send or receive clock to 
or from the connected 
devices go to system settings 
by pressing (shift) and (erase) 
then navigate to MIDI > Clock 
and choose from off, on or 
out.



((14)) system return to index

SYSTEM lets you configure stuff like 

pad-velocity or how your midi and sync ports 
behave. for quick access, you can learn the 
numbers, like typing 401 and ENTER to turn 
velocity on. now you’re in expert mode!

system settings

SHIFT ERASE

to customize the behavior of your K.O.II 
press  and (ERASE) to access system 
settings. 


(SHIFT)

navigate

enter

press (minus) or (plus) to navigate through the 
settings, and then ENTER to select. 

enter

SHIFT

enter

to navigate back to the previous page 
you can press  and ENTER. (SHIFT)

alternatively you can also use the following codes to directly access the setting once in 
system settings.

code path setting

100 mid clk off MIDI Clock Off (default)

101 mid clk in MIDI Clock in (receive only)

102 mid clk out MIDI Clock Out (send only)

200 syn in 8 Sync In Rate 1/8th Note

201 syn in 16 Sync In Rate 1/16th Note (default)

202 syn in 24 SYNC IN RATE 24 PULSES PER QUARTER NOTE

210 syn out 8 SYNC OUT RATE 1/8TH NOTE

211 syn out 16 Sync Out Rate 1/16th Note (default)

212 syn out 24 Sync Out Rate 24 Pulses per Quarter Note

300 pad vel off PAD VELOCITY OFF (DEFAULT)

301 pad vel hi PAD VELOCITY HIGH. PLAY WITH A SOFT TOUCH

302 pad vel lo PAD VELOCITY LOW. FOR VIGOROUS PLAY STYLES

310 pad sca 12t 12 TONE EQUAL TEMPERAMENT (DEFAULT)

311 pad sca maj MAJOR (IONIAN MODE)

312 pad sca min MINOR (AEOLIAN MODE)

313 pad sca dor DORIAN MODE

314 pad sca phr PHR	PHRYGIAN MODE

315 pad sca lyd LYD	LYDIAN MODE

316 pad sca mix MIX	MIXOLYDIAN MODE

317 pad sca loc LOCRIAN MODE

318 pad sca ma.p MAJOR PENTATONIC

319 pad sca mi.p MINOR PENTATONIC

320 pad key c SCALE KEY C (DEFAULT)

321 pad key C# SCALE KEY c#

322 pad key d SCALE KEY D

323 pad key D# SCALE KEY d#

324 pad key e SCALE KEY e

325 pad key f SCALE KEY f

326 pad key f# SCALE KEY f#

327 pad key g SCALE KEY g

328 pad key g# SCALE KEY g#

329 pad key a SCALE KEY a

330 pad key a# SCALE KEY a#

331 pad key b SCALE KEY b

400 seq met on Enable metronome at record+play (default)

401 seq met rec Enable metronome at record only

410 seq scn tic Change scene immediately (default)

411 seq scn bar Sync scene changes with bar end

13.1 midi reference

message sent recived

clock

start

stop

continue

position

note

cc

pitch bend

program change

polyphonic key pressure

channel pressure



((15)) factory reset return to index

warning! this will remove all 
your work including all factory 
sounds. these can not be 
recovered!

factory reset

SHIFT ERASE

if you want to start fresh 
and remove all samples and 
patterns from your device


hold (SHIFT) + (ERASE) on start up 
to format the device.

factory reset

FMT will display on the 
screen for about 10 seconds 

then it will start up as 
usual with all content 
removed.



((16)) technical specifications return to index

Stereo Line input

24 bit

SNR: 96 dBA

impedance: 6.5 kOhm

analog gain: 0 - 12 dB

max level: 8 dBu, 2.0 Vrms



Stereo Headphone/Line Output:

24 bit

SNR: 98 dBA

max level: 5 dBu, 1.4 Vrms



MIDI input

MMA compliant pinout (type A)

opto-coupled



MIDI output

MMA compliant pinout (type A)

voltage: 3.3 V




Sync output

TIP: Sync 8th, 16th, 24 ppqn

RING: Start/Stop

voltage: 3.3 V



Sync input

TIP: Sync 8th, 16th, 24 ppqn

RING: Start/Stop

voltage: 3.3 V

max level: 10 V



internal clock/sequencer resolution/step resolution

96 ticks (ppqn)



((17)) credits return to index
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